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Revision 

Unit 3 practice exam question 
Luke Perry 

Based on the AQA June 2014 Klick BUSS3 case study. 

The finance director is concerned about the changes in the receivables and payables days 
figures between 2012 and 2013 shown in Appendix A. To what extent do you think that he 
should be concerned?         (18 marks) 

Model answer 
Trade receivables are a measure of the time it takes a business to receive the money that it is owed 
from debtors. Likewise, trade payables are a measure of the timeframe within which the business pays 
its debts to its creditors. For 2012, as shown in Table 1, Klick’s payables were 45 days, and 
receivables were 42 days. In 2013, this rose to 52 days payable and 55 days receivable. In the latter 
year, therefore, there was a 12-day and 25-day difference between the industry averages and Klick’s 
figures, respectively. 

Effectively, this means that it is taking Klick almost 2 weeks longer than competitors to pay its bills, 
and that Klick is being more lenient with debtors, as shown by nearly a month longer repayment period 
for those who owe the business money. 

This incurs several issues. First, this is not conducive to a happy working relationship with creditors, 
and may deter further investment if Klick develops a reputation for being slow to pay what is owed. 
Klick’s directors are aware that Mehvish’s proposed strategy carries a lot of risk, and with this in mind, 
coupled with the worrying cash flow projections shown in Table 4, it is important that Klick keeps 
investors and creditors happy, because it is likely that they will need significant financial support during 
the first stages of this transitional process, in order to keep afloat and not reach bankruptcy. 

Second, in 2012 Klick was receiving money from debtors 3 days before it paid its creditors. This 
indicates good management of working capital. However, in 2013, Klick was paying its creditors 3 
days before it received money from debtors. This shows a decline in the level of working capital, and 
suggests that cash flow issues might arise as the business has to pay out money before it receives it. 
Given that the projection for Year 0 of Mehvish’s app proposal is a £3 billion negative cash flow, this 
discrepancy between trade receivables and trade payables is rightfully worrying the finance director of 
Klick. This becomes even more of an issue when put in context of the competitive market within which 
Klick operates, as the industry average has competing firms receiving money a full 10 days before bills 
are paid; a very comfortable period, particularly when compared to Klick’s.  

It could be argued that because Klick is going to need financial support if it is to undertake this 
proposed strategy, gearing is a more important ratio for the finance director to focus on. However, with 
a rate of gearing that has fallen by 3% to a very pleasing figure of 12%, the percentage of debt that 
Klick has is not worrying at all. 50% is when a firm should start to worry, and 70% is the almost 
universal cut-off point for investment. With an industry average of 40% gearing in 2013, Klick is very 
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competitive in this area. This in itself can be used to counter the argument that the ratio of payables to 
receivables is worrying, because a business that is not highly geared is likely to be more attractive to 
investors. However, with a ROCE that has only increased by 2% to a still paltry 10%, this may not be 
the case, especially as this 2013 figure is half the industry average.  

Liquidity is a business’ ability to pay its debts in the short term, and therefore current ratio and acid 
test ratio are very important and informative financial ratios for any business. This is true for Klick, and 
while the current ratio has risen from 1.4:1 in 2012 to 1.625:1 in 2013, this is still well below the 
industry average of 2:1, meaning that competitors have twice as many assets as they do liabilities 
(short term), whereas Klick only has 0.625 more. Therefore, perhaps the finance director should be 
more concerned with liquidity, particularly with the cash-flow issues that are sure to arise if the 
proposal goes ahead. However, Table 2 shows that in 2013 Klick has £0.4 billion cash, which is the 
likely cause of improved liquidity. Potentially then, the liquidity is likely to increase further, and while it 
is below average, Klick is not as significantly underperforming in this area as in receivables and 
payables.  

Ultimately, one of the biggest issues that Klick faces is the highly competitive and fast-moving industry 
within which it operates. If a firm is to survive in such a market, it needs to maintain a level playing 
field, particularly when facing corporate giants like Google. Klick is failing to do this on most counts, 
but most prominently when it comes to receivables and payables, which were already bad figures, but 
are deteriorating. Therefore, I believe that the finance director should be very concerned with these 
figures. Receivables and payables are not normally the most important pieces of financial data, but 
given the level of financial support that Klick will likely need, coupled with below-average liquidity, they 
become highly pertinent.  

Furthermore, the firm will likely need more investors in order to undertake the expansion into apps, 
particularly as such a strategy would involve reopening research centres and recruiting experts in the 
field (which will likely cost a lot). Therefore, with a poor level of ROCE, investors will look to see how 
quickly they would be paid if they were to loan money to Klick, and based on significantly longer period 
than competitors, they may be deterred.  

While it could be argued that liquidity and gearing should be of more concern to the finance director, 
being very concerned with receivables and payables does not inhibit this. The financial situation of 
Klick, while decent in some respects, is overly very worrying, and so the finance director should be 
highly concerned with such figures, as other financial aspects are not strong enough to carry the 
weakness in time taken to pay bills. 

Mark: 17/18 

Examiner comments 
The response shows excellent context throughout and it clearly links the precise nature of the 
business and industry to the arguments given. The use of data is to a high level, as it combines data 
and manipulates data, which would mean good application is rewarded. The analysis is good but 
could have been developed further in places. The evaluation clearly links back to the question and 
looks at the extent of the concern that should be given. 
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